Abstract
In this paper we study the propagation of elliptically polarized transverse electromagnetic waves in a quasineutral plasma with arbitrary degenerate electron fluid ranging from classical dilute to fully degenerate density regimes by using the appropriate collisional magnetohydrodynamics model which incorporates the adiabatic quantum equation of states (EoS) for high frequency electron fluid compression and the Bohm quantum potential responsible for the collective quantum diffraction effect. Three distinct propagation modes are categorized corresponding to electron density regimes of dilute, intermediate and fully degenerate plasmas. One of these modes is found to be purely of quantum mechanical origin and disappears in the absence of the quantum diffraction effect. The present generalized magnetohydrodynamics theory qualitatively describes key features of optical parameters and experimental data of dilute classical, semiconducting and in fully degenerate plasmas. Different optical parameters such as the refractive and absorption index of the new mode are investigated. It is shown that the optical response of the magnetized plasma with arbitrary degeneracy is essentially governed by three characteristic frequencies namely that of collision, plasmon and cyclotron ones. The profound experimental minimum in the refractive index of arbitrary degenerate quantum plasmas and its dependence on the characteristic frequencies is studied in detail. Current investigation is of fundamental importance in high energy density and fusion plasma diagnostics and may provide key knowledge on the characteristics of astrophysical dense matter. The electromagnetic response of electron fluid is one of the fundamental diagnostic tools in laboratory and astrophysics plasmas. For instance, much information can be deduced from optical spectrum of exotic states of matter like high energy density (HED) [1] , relativistic degenerate [2] [3] [4] and warm dense matter (WDM) [5] . However, full understanding of the exact physical mechanisms involved in the optical features of matter requires a perfect knowledge about collective behavior of electrons which has been the subject of intense modern physics research for past few decades [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . One of the elementary collective aspects of the free electron fluid is the plasma oscillations [12, 13] and the resonance condition which is well described by the most basic Drude model [14, 15] . However, to capture the essential physics of collective behavior of the free electron fluid beyond that of the classical models say in compressed metals, one needs to consider the appropriate statistical and thermodynamic features such as the equation of state (EoS) and the quantum electron diffraction effect which become dominant when the electron number density increases. This is due to the fact that the inter-electron distances compare to the de Broglie thermal wavelength in which case the electron fluid starts to behave quantum mechanically [16] [17] [18] [19] . However, in order to fully understand the structure of optical response in free electron systems like metals one should take into account the effects due to bound electrons as well such as the screening of conduction electrons by s and d electrons which lead to hybrid resonance in silver, for example [20, 21] . This however requires a tedious task of band structure calculation [22] .
On the other hand, quantum magnetohydrodynamic (QMHD) models [23, 24] are frameworks incorporating many essential features of the physical model under consideration to provide effective description of basic features of the system at the lowest cost. They are perfect extensions to Drude-like models which fail to describe the quantum mechanical nature of the many-body systems. Moreover, the use of more powerful quantum kinetic transport theories are very limited to the simplified cases due to the mathematical complexity. Also, the time consuming large scale Vlasov-Poisson and Wigner-Poisson simulation methods, although may provide a detailed information on the behavior of the system, they fail to bring into view a transparent physical insight into the problem and are more pron to computational artifacts. Very early application of QHD theory on two stream instability has revealed that unlike classical ones quantum plasmas possess no threshold [25] . Recently, the Bohm potential effect on plasmon spectrum of graphene has been studied using QHD theory [26] . Quantum hydrodynamic (QHD) and QMHD have been employed to study properties of superdense astrophysical plasmas [27, 28] , nano-particles [29, 30] and semiconductors [31] [32] [33] [34] . Some new interesting features of quantum electron fluid has been predicted using hydrodynamic calculation in recent years [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . For instance study of different instability mechanisms in quantum plasmas reveals features unseen in ordinary classical plasmas [40, 41] . Application of QHD theory to charge screening in plasmas shows the existence of attractive force among ions of same charge caused by fully [42] or partially [43] degenerate electron fluid. Numerous interesting features of linear and nonlinear waves in dense plasmas have been reported during the past few years [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] . In this paper by using the appropriate QMHD model we study the dispersion relation for elliptically polarized transverse electromagnetic waves and show that the refraction index of electron fluid with arbitrary degeneracy predict the essential features of free electron fluid in metals. Many other interesting properties of the free electron gas is discussed in terms of different parameters such as the electron temperature and density, magnetic field strength and collision frequency. It is shown that three fundamental frequencies, namely, plasmon, cyclotron and collision rule many of the optical characteristics of the electron fluid from classical up to fully degenerate quantum density regime. The paper is organized in the following manner. We provide the appropriate QMHD model in Sec II and derive the dielectric function and optical parameters in Sec. III. A numerical discussion is given in Sec. IV and finally conclusions are made in Sec. V.
II. THE MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC MODEL
We consider the dynamics of electron fluid in a neutralizing charged medium subject to a uniform magnetic field. We also take into account the generalized quantum statistical effects on the electron fluid such as the scalar pressure and quantum potential leading to the electron diffraction effect. From the magnetohydrodynamic momentum balance equation we have [50] ( leading to the generalized statistical pressure P G as described below [38] 
where µ e0 is the equilibrium chemical potential of electron fluid, V T e = √ 1/βm e is the electron thermal speed with β = 1/k B T e and N e = m e 3/2 /(
. Note that the exponent 3 in the EoS (2) reminds one of the polytropic index γ of a classical gas with adiabatic fast compression of electron fluid in high frequency phenomenon like Langmuir oscillations. The parameter G e is the kinetic correction factor in the EoS given as
The functions Li s is the functional representation of the Fermi integrals of order s given as 
III. DIELECTRIC RESPONSE AND OPTICAL PARAMETERS
In this section we calculate the dielectric response for linear electromagnetic wave propagation in an arbitrary degenerate quasineutral electron fluid. To this end we set a specific geometry of propagation with the wavenumber in x-direction k = {k, 0, 0} and the constant 
the Fourier analysis of momentum balance equation (1) leads to
where ω ce = eB 0 /m e c and ω pe = √ 4πe 2 n 0 /m e are the electron cyclotron and plasmon frequencies, respectively. Also, the magnetic field vector B can be directly eliminated from the Faraday and Ampere's laws giving rise to the following equations
Moreover, the Poisson's equation linearizes to give ω 2 pe m e n 1 /e = −ikE 1x which then can be used to eliminate the n 1 from the first equation in (6) . Consequently, (6) and (7) can be used to eliminate the current density components which leads to the following secular equation and the dispersion relation for electromagnetic extraordinary waves
where N = ck/ω is the complex refraction index of the electron fluid with the real and imaginary parts given as N = n r + in i . The equation (8) is a polynomial of degree three in terms of the dielectric constant ϵ = N 2 with the real and imaginary components ϵ = ϵ r + iϵ i .
The polynomial equation is of the form Aϵ 3 + Bϵ 2 + Cϵ + D = 0 with coefficients given as where the scalings ω = ω/ω p0 and k = kω p0 /V T 0 has been used in which Figure 1 shows the three different cases of extraordinary electromagnetic wave propagation discussed above. The real part of the refraction index (n r ) is shown for the case of classical electron fluid with negligible statistical pressure effect in Fig. 1(a) for a given set of plasma parameters. Only one mode (dotted curve) is clearly present which we will call it the pure classical mode and it is expected to be observed in the pressureless dilute electron fluid regime. Note that the frequency dependence of this mode is quite similar to that predicted by the basic Drude model [20] . For a classical electron fluid accounting also for the generalized statistical pressure with arbitrary electron degeneracy as shown in Fig. 1(b) a new collective mode appears which is shown as dashed one other than the pure classical mode shown as dotted curve. This mode is expected to be present for density regimes of partially degenerate fluid in semiconductors like silicon and germanium with very low free electron densities where the quantum diffraction effect is negligible. The increase of the refractive index with the photon energy observed in Fig. 1(b) (the dashed curve) is a remarkable property of electron fluid in simple semiconductors [52] . Finally, for the general case of quantum electron gas with both statistical pressure and quantum diffraction effects shown in Fig. 1(c) extra mode appear (solid curve) beside those in Fig. 1(b) which is purely of quantum origin and due to the presence of quantum diffraction of electrons. It is also remarked that the second mode shown with dashed curve in Fig. 1(b) is completely modified in Fig. 1(b) due to presence of this new quantum phenomenon. Furthermore, the refraction index for purely quantum mode shows an interesting characteristic minimum value properties of which will be studied in terms of different plasma parameters further below. Experimental refractive index of the metallic beryllium and chromium and semiconductor silicon are shown in Fig. 2 [52] . The characteristic minimum similar to that in Fig. 1(c) is clearly apparent which is an indication of the pure quantum collective effect in these metals. Please note that current theory is only supposed to describe the optical properties of simple metals like beryllium and is not capable to contribute to the inter-or intra-band transition effects in semiconductors. This theory however of vital importance in study of optical characteristics of dense hot plasma like compressed beryllium in inertial confined experiments.
IV. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
In Fig. 3 we have shown the effect of quantum diffraction (indicated by H parameter in calculations) on different optical parameters of dense electron gas with η 0 = 100 and (low magnetic field). The real part of refractive index is evidently resembles that of the experimental one for simple metals in Fig. 2 . Moreover, it is observed that the dashed refractive index curve not taking into account the quantum diffraction effect in quite different and can not capture essential features of a quantum electron gas. Figure 3(b) shows the
] of the electron fluid with a density typical of metals and low collision rate (ν = 1) and magnetic field (µ = 10 −3 ). The solid curve contributing to quantum potential effect reveals several important feature. First, a resonance condition is observed to occur at the plasmon frequency ω ≃ 30. Second, a sharp reflection edge (ultraviolet transparency of metals) which is a characteristics of metals [21] is clearly observed. Third, a very low frequency deep minimum is found in the reflection spectrum. From the dashed profile in this figure it is confirmed that the theory ignoring the collective quantum diffraction effect only attributes to the first element, i.e., the resonance feature which is easily described using simple classical Drude-Lorentz model [20] . The third feature in reflection spectrum is specifically more interesting, since, it captures effects beyond that of Drude-Lorentz model which is considered a quite convincing model of free electron gas. In many literature this effect is attributed to the interband transitions (parallel band effect) in metals [20, 21] . For instance, the dip in the reflection spectrum at photon energy of E ph = 1.5eV in experimental data of Aluminium is attributed to the later effect. It is however quite interesting to see that current theory, which can not attribute to interand intera-band transition effects, successfully predicts a low energy reflectance minimum in quantum electron fluids model for typical metallic electron number-densities.
Figure 3(c) shows the skin depth δ = c/ωn i of electron fluid with plasma parameters similar to that in Fig 3(b) . For both theory with and without the diffraction effect the skin depth is negligible for frequencies lower that of plasmon excitation which is quite convincing for metals. However, beyond this limit the two theories diverge significantly so that ignoring the quantum potential effect leads to much lower values of skin depth, particularly, for higher frequencies. taking into account this important feature will be incomplete. In figure 4 we have shown the effects of different plasma parameters on the refraction index spectrum and particularly its characteristic minimum. Figure 4 (a) reveals that the collision frequency ratio ν directly alters the depth of the minimum leaving its position unchanged. It is specifically remarked that the increase in the value of ν causes a sharp decrease in the minimum depth. This It is also observed that compressing the fluid leads to increase in depth and frequency of the minimum. The latter however should be studied considering also the increase in the collision rate due to increase of plasma density, which is has not been taken into account in current investigation. Moreover, Fig. 4(c) indicates that the increase in the value of σ = 300K/T e or the decrease in electron fluid temperature leads to increase in both the depth and width of the characteristic minimum. Finally, in Fig. 4 (d) the effect of magnetic field strength is investigated on the refraction spectrum indicating that the low magnetic field strength has insignificant effect of the spectrum while the increase beyond a specific threshold leads to complete elimination of the characteristic minimum.
In has also similar effect on the width of the transmission window. On the other hand, it is remarked from Fig. 6 (c) that the width of the transmission window is also sensitive to the value of the collision frequency parameter, ν. It is observed that the increase in this parameter leads to a sharp decrease in the width. It is also interesting to see from Fig. 6(d) that the magnetic field strength has no effect on the characteristics of this window. 
